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WHO WE ARE Gunlake Concrete

ABOUT GUNLAKE
Gunlake is an Australian-owned, independent company that draws on three
generations of experience supplying the Australian construction industry.
Gunlake Concrete is committed to combining cutting-edge, Australia-first
technology with old-fashioned know-how and a fundamental dedication to
personal service.
Our state of the art storage and processing capabilities at our advanced plants
mean we’ll get every job done large and small. Our computerised mixing
process and automated colouring system are amongst the only in Australia
and guarantee consistency and reliability throughout every batch of concrete.
With our head office based on-site at our South Western Sydney plant we’re
connected to local conditions and take a hands-on approach when it comes
to managing our busy fleet of trucks.
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WHO WE ARE Gunlake Concrete

EXPERTS IN CONCRETE
Gunlake Concrete utilise our in-house testing facilities to ensure you
consistently receive top quality ready mix concrete.
We also use independent testing to ensure “you – our customer” that we only
offer the best batch designs that cover your ready mix concrete requirements.
Our computerised mixing process and automated colouring system is among
the first computer controlled coloured concrete facility in the industry, which
guarantees consistency and reliability throughout every batch of concrete.
High volume warehouse slabs or high-rise, you can be assured that what you
order is what you receive.

“The Gunlake commitment to
excellence in product and our service
is as strong as our world-class concrete.”
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WHO WE ARE Gunlake Concrete

OUR DELIVERY FLEET
Gunlake Concrete uses an up-to-date agitator fleet that ensures that your
order is on time and in the condition you expect.
Satellite Tracking on every truck means we can monitor the progress of
concrete deliveries from the batch plant to your site. With 3 plants servicing
the Sydney region, and more plants coming online soon, we can cover large
volume jobs.
We realise that big jobs take time so call us to discuss our batching hours
and delivery capability.
We boast Australia’s largest 10-wheel concrete trucks, which gives Gunlake
Concrete a marked edge over our local competitors.
Not only are our trucks the most reliable on the road and keep our
on-time rates at the top of the industry, but they also give us the ability to
get the largest loads to your site as soon as you need them.
So you can not only count on the supreme quality of Gunlake Concrete’s
specifically formulated products, but you can also feel confident that our
promise to deliver on-time is driven by our investment in Australia’s best
concrete truck.
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WHO WE ARE Gunlake Concrete

OUR PLANT LOCATIONS
Gunlakes centrally-based concrete plants in South Western Sydney and
North Western Sydney.
We are strategically located to ensure we can quickly and efficiently supply
all the concrete needs of greater Sydney and Western Sydney construction
industry, domestic builders and civil engineers.

Gunlake deliver concrete anywhere in the greater Sydney area as shown on
the map below.

South Western Sydney Plant
8 – 10 Sedgwick St,
Smeaton Grange NSW 2567
North Western Sydney Plant
Address: 9 – 11 Belfast Place
Glendenning NSW 2761
Silverwater Plant
LOT 21 Clyde St,
Silverwater NSW 2128
Phone 1300 857 091
Email info@gunlake.com.au
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“Quality Products and Service.
On time, Every time”
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